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We perform lattice Monte Carlo simulation using the bond-fluctuation model to examine the
conformation and dynamic properties of a single small flexible ring polymer in the matrix of linear
chains as functions of the degree of polymerization of the linear chains. The average conformation
properties as gauged by the mean-square radius of gyration and asphericity parameter are insensitive
to the chain length for all the chain lengths examined 30, 100, 300, and 1000. However, in the
longer chain 300 and 1000 samples, there is an increased spread in the distribution of the value of
these quantities, suggesting structural heterogeneity. The center-of-mass diffusion of the ring shows
a rapid decrease with increasing chain length followed by a more gradual change for the two longer
chain systems. In these longer chain systems, a wide spread in the value of the apparent
self-diffusion coefficient is also observed, as well as qualitatively different square displacement
trajectories among the different samples, suggesting heterogeneity in the dynamics. A primitive path
analysis reveals that in these long chain systems, the ring can exist in topologically distinct states
with respect to threading by the linear chains. Threading by the linear chain can dramatically slow
down and in some cases stall the diffusive motion of the ring. We argue that the life times for these
topological conformers can be longer than the disentanglement time of the linear chain matrix, so
that the ring exhibits nonergodic behavior on time scales less or comparable to the life time of these
conformers. Our results suggest a picture of the ring diffusion as one where the diffusion path
consists of distinctive segments, each corresponding to a different conformer, with slow
interconversion between the different conformers. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
doi:10.1063/1.3466921
I. INTRODUCTION
The conformation and dynamics of nonconcatenated ring
polymers have attracted much attention during the last few
decades because of their unique topology. Since rings have
no ends, they cannot “reptate” like linear chains, or “retract”
like branched polymers. The diffusion mechanism of rings
has been suggested theoretically as amoebalike motion: they
thrust and pull on unentangled loops.1,2 For ring polymers in
bulk, in spite of extensive work using experiments,3–10
theories,11–14 and simulations,15–23 many controversies still
remain.
Flory’s scaling exponent for the radius of gyration Rg
2
NRing
2v
, for example, has not been agreed upon among dif-
ferent studies. Using a self-consistent argument, Cates and
Deutsch11 predicted the value of v for ring polymers in melt
to be 0.4 at NRing→. This result is supported by the simu-
lation work of Müller et al.15 using the bond fluctuation
model BFM. On the other hand, Brown and Szamel,16,17
also using the BFM, found the value of v to be 0.42 in the
range of 100NRing500. With the same BFM, Suzuki
et al.23 simulated ring polymers with NRing as large as 1000
and concluded that v is bracketed by 1 /3v0.365. Ex-
perimentally, at least two different values of v for ring poly-
mers in melt have been reported: 0.42 by Arrighi et al.8 and
0.34 by Takano,10 both from neutron scattering data.
Similar disagreement exists concerning the critical en-
tanglement chain length Nc for rings in the melt. Some
viscosity studies suggested that Nc for rings is smaller than
that of linear polymers,3,4,6 but simulation results argued that
Nc for rings would be about two to five times higher than that
of linear chains,15 or even much larger.17 Moreover, by dem-
onstrating the self-similar dynamics of purified high-molar-
mass ring polymers, Kapnistos et al.24 even questioned the
existence of Nc for ring polymers.
For both conformation and dynamic properties of ring
polymers in bulk, the differences are notable and these dif-
ferences may be due to various causes. Factors such as study
methods and the range of NRing studied are certainly worth
considering, but the purity of samples may be the most im-
portant one because most synthetic rings in experiments are
in fact mixtures of rings and linear chains due to contamina-
tion or limitation in the purification methods. Thus it is of
both fundamental and practical importance to study the prop-
erties of ring polymers in ring-linear blends.
There have been several recent studies focused on the
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properties of ring polymers in the ring-linear blends.24–31
Iyer et al.28 proposed a scaling model on the size of ring
polymers in ring-linear blend and found that by gradually
increasing the composition of linear chains, the ring mol-
ecules swell, with Flory’s scaling exponent v increasing from
0.4 to 0.5 in the limit of infinite dilution for the rings. Using
the BFM, Subramanian and Shanbhag29,30 studied the dy-
namics of entangled ring polymers in ring-linear blends and
found the self-diffusion coefficient and the primitive path
length of ring polymers are more sensitive to volume fraction
than that of linear chains. This is in agreement with the re-
sults of Robertson et al. on DNA.25–27 By tracking the
Brownian motion of individual tracer DNA molecules in
blend of four topological combinations, Robertson et al.
found that the molecular topology, especially for the case of
circular DNA molecules surrounded by linear molecules,
have a strong effect on the diffusion at above certain concen-
tration or molecular weight. Their findings suggest that free
ends play a critical role in generating entanglements which
retard diffusion. They argued that the degree of penetration
or threading by the linear chains is the key factor to influence
DNA diffusion.
Earlier experiments examined the matrix and topology
effects in ring-linear blends and several mechanisms have
been put forward. If large rings are threaded by many linear
chains Fig. 1a, reptation is thought to be impossible and
the diffusion of the rings are supposed to occur via a con-
straint release CR mechanism, which was originally pro-
posed to describe a long enough linear chain diffusing in the
matrix of short chains; the CR mechanism predicts DCR
NRing
−1 NLinear
−3 Ref. 32 for the self-diffusion coefficient. In
the opposite limit NRingNLinear, Klein
33 proposed an alter-
native mechanism, the restricted reptation RR mechanism
Fig. 1b. He argued that rings in fixed obstacle lattice will
assume conformations like amoebae and form double-folded
linear conformations and diffuse as reptation, in which D
should obey DRRNRing
−2 exp−NRing. The CR and RR thus
describe two opposite limits: in the former, the rings are
relatively large and are threaded by many linear chains,
while in the latter, the rings are relatively small with no
threading by the linear chains. Another mechanism referred
to as once-threaded model R1, i.e., Fig. 1c, was proposed
by Mills et al.,34 which predicts DR1NRing
−1 NLinear
−1
. In the R1
picture, the ring diffuses along, like a smoke ring, con-
strained to follow the contour of the linear chains. These
three mechanisms are mainly distinguished by the degree of
threading; the greater the degree of threading, the more
strongly the diffusion coefficient decreases with the molecu-
lar weight of matrix linear chains the scaling exponent for
NLinear changes from 3 to 1 to 0 when diffusion mecha-
nism changes from CR to R1 to RR. However, it is specu-
lated that the diffusion process of a single ring in linear ma-
trix is a combination of them.34
Considering the different ideas CR, RR, and R1 about
the dynamics of ring polymers in the matrix of linear chains,
the motivation of the present study is to understand the indi-
vidual behavior of ring polymers in the “sea” of matrix of
linear chains at the molecular level. Using Monte Carlo
method, we study the conformation and dynamics of a single
ring of relatively small size ring-30 in the linear matrix
with several different chain lengths linear-30, 100, 300,
1000. The choice of a single ring in our system allows us to
more thoroughly examine the topological interaction be-
tween the ring and the linear matrix chains without the ad-
ditional complications due to ring-ring interactions. We
choose the chain length of the ring to be 30, so that it is large
enough to be flexible and relatively free of lattice artifact, but
not too large as to allow multiple entanglements between the
ring and a single chain e.g., multiple winding of the chain
by the ring or vice versa.
We find that, on time scales up to the relaxation time of
the matrix chains, heterogeneity is observed for both the
static and dynamic properties of the ring. At a given length
of the linear chains, a ring may be threaded once, twice,
thrice, etc., or not at all. For very long chains, interconver-
sion between the different threading states becomes difficult,
which is responsible for the observed heterogeneity. Thus for
long matrix linear chains, rings with different threading
states have different individual behavior in a substantial span
of time scales, much reminiscent of the “molecular individu-
alism” observed in the multiple conformational states of long
DNA molecules in shear flows.35,36 From a different perspec-
tive, when the size of the linear chains is much larger than
that of the ring, the ring has to diffuse in an environment
whose local isotropy of space is broken. This results in
strong correlation in the ring’s motion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section briefly describes the model and simulation protocols.
FIG. 1. Schematic configurations for a ring polymer in a linear chain matrix
envisioned by the three mechanisms proposed in the literature linear chains
are represented by green points or green line: a the ring can be pinned or
threaded so that it only moves by constraint release CR; b the ring is not
pinned but assumes a ramified conformation with loops and moves by rep-
tation similar to a linear molecule of half of its length RR; c the ring is
threaded by a single chain and moves along the chain contour R1.
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Results are presented and discussed in Sec. III, where we
show data for several conformation and dynamic properties.
We find that while the average size and shape of a ring re-
main essentially the same for the different matrix chain
lengths, their distribution from sample to sample becomes
much wider in the case of long linear chains, reflecting the
slowing down of interconversion between different confor-
mation states. The average self-diffusion coefficient de-
creases with increasing length of the matrix chains and with
accompanying increase in the spread of the data, reflecting
the dynamic heterogeneity. We examine this dynamic hetero-
geneity by tracking the trajectory of individual rings in dif-
ferent samples and by an analysis of the non-Gaussian pa-
rameter. A primitive-path analysis is used to provide direct
visualization of the different threading states of the ring by
the chains. In Sec. IV, we summarize our main results and
offer some concluding remarks.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHODS
In this simulation we use Shaffer’s bond fluctuation
model S-BFM.37,38 S-BFM has been used to model bulk
polymer melts and extended to the blends of ring and linear
polymers.28–30 This model has two remarkable advantages.
One is that the number of chain segments between entangle-
ments Ne Ref. 39 for linear chains in melt, is quite small
Ne30,37,38,40 which makes it easy to simulate entangled
linear chains with a relatively large NLinear /Ne. The other
advantage is that the chain crossing can be simply switched
“on” and “off,” which can be used to control the entangle-
ment between chains without affecting the static properties
or the local segment mobility. All this makes it possible to
obtain equilibrium conformation for noncrossing chains or
real chains within a relatively short period by starting from
equilibrated crossing chains.37
In our simulations, monomers are placed on a 3D cubic
lattice with size LboxLboxLbox for details see Table I.
Admittedly, our box size for the linear-1000 system 40
4040 is not very large, and as a result, the system may
suffer from some “overlap” artifacts due to the periodic
boundary conditions. The main effect of such artifacts will
be on the quantitative dependence of the ring properties on
the linear-chain length, which is not our focus here. Our
emphasis is on the qualitative behavior of an isolated ring-30
in the presence of long chains, which we believe to be unaf-
fected by such artifacts. The total fractional occupancy of the
lattice is fixed at 	=	Ring+	Linear0.5, which has been
shown to be sufficiently high to describe meltlike systems.41
Monte Carlo step MCS is defined as a trial event for at-
tempting moving every monomer in the box once. Through-
out this article, chain length is expressed in number of mono-
mers and time in MCS. The studied model systems and some
obtained properties are listed in Table I the data of ring melt
are included for comparison. For each model system, 50
independent runs are performed. For those systems, the ra-
tios NLinear /Ne are about 1.0, 3.3, 10.0, and 33.3 for linear-30,
100, 300, and 1000 samples, respectively. For simplicity of
notation, these systems will be henceforth denoted by R30/
L30, R30/L100, R30/L300, and R30/L1000, respectively.
We obtain the equilibrium configurations using the fol-
lowing steps. First, the initial configurations are generated by
putting the linear chains on the lattice as ordered thin flakes
and the single ring as a compact loop. Then 
eq MCS are run
to equilibrate the system. In this step, chain crossing for
linear-linear and linear-ring is allowed; as for the ring itself,
however, chain crossing is always forbidden to avoid concat-
enated or knotted rings. 
eq is determined using a similar
method as Shaffer’s,37 i.e., 
eq is at least ten times as big as
the longest relaxation time of the crossing linear chains in
melt. After that we run the simulation for more than 
eq /10 to
gradually remove those chain crossing. Then the equilibrium
configurations are obtained and simulations are run 
run MCS
to collect data 
run is listed in Table I.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before studying the diffusion behavior of a ring polymer
in the linear chain matrix, we first examine the equilibrium
ring conformation, which we characterize by the mean
square radius of gyration Rg
2	 and the asphericity parameter
A	,42 defined, respectively, as
Rg
2	 = 1 + 2 + 3	 , 1
and
A	 = 
ij3 i −  j22i=13 i2  , 2
where 1, 2, and 3 are the squares of three principal radii
of gyration of the polymer. As defined in Eq. 2, A	 is a
number between 0 and 1: A	=0 corresponds to a perfect
TABLE I. Parameters and some results of the simulation: degree of polymerization of ring polymer NRing and
linear polymer NLinear; length of simulation box, Lbox; equilibration time, 
eq; simulation time, 
run; radius of
gyration, Rg
2	; asphericity parameter, A	; and the center-of-mass self-diffusion coefficient, Dcm. Times are
measured in MCS and distances in units of the lattice constant. Note that for the data of ring-30 melt, their error
bars are negligible.
NRing NLinear Lbox

eq
10−5

run
10−5 Rg2	 A	
Dcm
104
30 (Melt) 20 1.0 5.0 6.12 0.2351 3.20
30 30 20 1.0 1000 6.680.0 0.2394110−4 2.300.03
30 100 30 100 1000 6.680.01 0.2391110−4 1.350.02
30 300 30 100 1000 6.710.05 0.2393410−4 1.010.05
30 1000 40 2000 5000 6.630.08 0.2383610−4 0.9110.08
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sphere, and the deviation of A	 from 0 indicates the extent
of anisotropy.
The simulated Rg
2	 and A	 of ring-30 in its own melt
and in linear matrix are listed in Table I. We see that a ring in
linear matrix is more expanded and its shape deviates from a
perfect sphere more than that in melts. For the long linear
chain systems, Rg
2	 and A	 for the ring are nearly indepen-
dent of NLinear Rg
2	 is about 6.67 and A	 is about 0.2389.
The expansion of the ring by linear chains is to be expected
and is consistent with earlier work on ring-linear blend. Iyer
et al.28 suggested that the size of ring increases as its con-
centration decreases, reaching a maximum at infinite dilution
with a Flory exponent of 0.5. By comparing the effects of
allowing and disallowing crossing in a ring melt, Brown
et al.20 showed that it is the nonconcatenation constraint that
makes the scaling exponent for the size of rings in melt
change from 0.5 to 0.42. Thus the effect of linear chains on
the size of a ring is easily understood. In the absence of the
linear chains, the nonconcatenation constraint between rings
makes it difficult for rings to interpenetrate. As a result, their
conformations are more compact in the melt, while in the
case of ring-linear blend, linear chains can penetrate into ring
coils with chain ends and the rings are therefore swollen.
Although the sample-averaged values of Rg
2 and A are
nearly the same for a ring in linear matrix with different
length of linear chains, the individual behavior of ring for
each sample, which we denote with an overbar, is quite dif-
ferent. Figures 2 and 3 show, respectively, the distribution of
Rg
2 and A¯ from 50 samples. The data are obtained by averag-
ing over about 20 000 conformations equally spaced over the
duration of the simulation runs, in essence performing a time
average over each sample. It can be seen that with the in-
crease of NLinear, the distributions of both Rg
2 and A¯ become
wider. For the R30/L1000 system, the ring is quite expanded
in some samples and squeezed in some other samples. The
different ring sizes in the different samples reflect the differ-
ences in the state of penetration threading by the linear
chains see more discussion in the next paragraph. Obvi-
ously chain ends are needed for threading and the concentra-
tion of chain ends decreases with increasing length of the
linear polymers. The true equilibrium behavior for the ring
conformation is the average of the different ring conforma-
tion for each threading state and of the different threading
states. However, for very long linear chains, the interconver-
sion between the different threading states becomes very
slow: if a ring is not threaded by a linear chain, it is very
difficult for the ring to become threaded, but once the ring
becomes threaded, it takes a long time for the chain to un-
thread. Thus, on time scales shorter than the typical
threading/unthreading time scales, the state of the ring ap-
pears nonergodic.
To visualize the different threading states, we examine
the molecular conformations using the “primitive-path
analysis”43,44 with the aid of molecular dynamics. In this
procedure, the polymer conformations the positions of chain
beads are taken from MC simulations and transferred to
continuous space, and both ring and linear chains are treated
as beads connected by springs. The ends of linear chains and
one of the ring’s segments are fixed in space during the pro-
cedure. Then, the intramolecule excluded-volume interac-
tions for linear chains and the ring are turned off, while the
linear-linear and linear-ring excluded-volume interactions are
retained. The energy of the system is minimized using mo-
lecular dynamics simulation by slowly cooling the system to
T=0. Without thermal fluctuations and intrachain excluded-
volume interactions, the bond springs pull the linear chains
taut due to fixed chain ends and entanglements; the inter-
chain excluded-volume interactions ensure that chains do not
cut through each other. As for the ring, since one of its beads
is fixed and intrachain excluded-volume interactions are
turned off, all the other beads will collapse onto the fixed
bead if the ring is not threaded by linear chains. If the ring is
threaded, the collapse will be stopped by the excluded vol-
ume of the chain segments. We remind the readers that the
size of the various entities is not the pertinent information in
this analysis; it is the topological structures that are of inter-
est. We find that threading exists widely and in some samples
the ring remains threaded during the entire simulation run.
Some typical snapshots are given in Fig. 4 for a nonthreaded
ring, all the beads will collapse to a point, however, for better
viewing we still draw such a ring with a finite size in Fig.
FIG. 2. Percentage distribution of the mean square radius of gyration from
50 samples for different chain lengths of the matrix.
FIG. 3. Percentage distribution of the asphericity parameter from 50
samples for different chain lengths of the matrix.
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4a, showing the once-threaded, twice-threaded, and thrice-
threaded states of the ring. For clarity, the different chains
are shown in different colors. For comparison, the schematic
molecular conformation for the unthreaded state is also given
in Fig. 4. It must be noted that the linear chains entangle
heavily with each other except for NLinear=30. However for
clarity, only the linear chains that thread the ring are shown,
except in the unthreaded case of Fig. 4a. The slow inter-
conversion between the different threading states to be dis-
cussed later shown in the figure gives rise to the large dis-
persion in the static properties of the ring for long linear
chain matrix.
We now consider the center-of-mass self-diffusion coef-
ficient Dcm of the ring, whose classic definition is
Dcm = lim
t→
Rcmt − Rcm02	
6t
, 3
where Rcmt is the position of center-of-mass for the ring at
time t. Note that a true constant diffusion coefficient can only
be obtained for sufficiently long time when the center-of-
mass motion becomes truly Brownian. However, if t is not
long enough to make a Brownian diffusion, we can only
obtain the diffusion coefficient by extrapolation; the details
are described in the Appendix. While the true self-diffusion
coefficient is a single well-defined value for an equilibrium
system and the average in Eq. 3 can be interpreted as either
an ensemble or a time average, when the simulation time is
not sufficiently long, the apparent diffusion coefficient for
each sample, as obtained through an extrapolation procedure,
can be different. We use the dispersion in the value of the
apparent diffusion coefficient as a measure of dynamic het-
erogeneity.
Mills et al.34 studied the diffusion of polymer rings in
linear matrix and found the scaling exponents of Dcm on
NLinear gradually decrease in absolute value with the increas-
ing NLinear, i.e., the dependence on NLinear becomes weaker.
They explained this trend with the following consideration:
for a given ring, as the chain length of the matrix increases,
the CR mechanism will no longer be dominant, and the RR
and R1 mechanisms become dominant. In our work, a simi-
lar trend is also found, which is shown in Fig. 5. Although
the limited data do not allow us to meaningfully extract the
scaling exponents of Dcm on NLinear, the weaker dependence
on NLinear at larger NLinear is consistent with the CR mecha-
nism becoming subordinate.
Just as for the structural properties, the apparent self-
diffusion coefficient also shows large dispersion from sample
to sample in the case of long linear chain matrix. In Fig. 6,
we show the distribution of the apparent self-diffusion coef-
ficients of rings in linear matrix with different chain lengths
for all the 50 independent samples studied. For the R30/L30
system, relatively fast diffusion is observed as expected, with
FIG. 4. Representative molecular conformations of ring-30 and matrix
chains with different degrees of penetration. The original molecular coordi-
nates are obtained from our MC simulation and then treated using a molecu-
lar dynamics method. For clarity, every three monomers of linear chains are
shown as one. a is a schematic model; b and c are from R30/L300; d
and e are from R30/L1000. e shows the remaining threaded states after
one threading chain from d is removed.
FIG. 5. The dependence of center-of-mass apparent self-diffusion coeffi-
cient of ring-30 on the chain length of the matrix.
FIG. 6. Percentage distribution of the apparent self-diffusion coefficients
from 50 samples for different chain length of matrix. Data for the R30/
L1000 system are taken from a simulation run of 5108 MCS; all others
are from the data of 1108 MCS.
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a relatively narrow spread. When the length of linear chains
increases to 100, the diffusion of ring slows down signifi-
cantly. With the further increase of the length of linear chains
R30/L300 system, the ring diffusion slows down further.
More importantly, there seems to be a change in the ring
diffusion mechanism, as indicated by the wide spread in the
apparent self-diffusion coefficients. In some samples, very
slow diffusion is found, which must mean significant en-
tanglement between ring and linear chains in these samples.
However in some other samples, the apparent self-diffusion
coefficients are higher than those seen in the linear-30 ma-
trix. This change in the mechanism also coincides with the
apparent turn in the average diffusion coefficient with the
degree of polymerization of the linear chains shown in Fig.
5. For the R30/L1000 system, the spread in the apparent
diffusion coefficients become even wider, and also there ap-
pears a clustering of the samples toward a fast group and a
very slow group. With a larger number of samples and better
statistics, we may well see multiple peaks corresponding to
the different threading states of the ring by the linear chain.
However the data for these long linear matrix chains are
strong evidence of dynamical heterogeneity and suggest that
in these systems, the ring diffusion occurs by a combination
of mechanisms.
The dynamical heterogeneity is more directly manifested
by the diffusion trajectories. If a ring is not threaded by the
linear chains, the diffusion will be relatively fast and behaves
like the random walk. However, if the ring is threaded by the
linear chains, then diffusion becomes slow, due to several
hindrance mechanisms to be discussed later. Some typical
diffusion trajectories of a ring in linear chain matrix with
different chain lengths are given in Fig. 7. Note that here the
“diffusion trajectory” denoted by Rcm2 in Fig. 7 for a certain
sample is the square displacement of ring-30 center-of-mass
from the initial position and zero time of the corresponding
simulation sample, so its time span equals 
run. For a ring
diffusing in the linear matrix with short length R30/L30,
Fig. 7a, the random walk diffusion behavior is always
found for all the samples. For the R30/L100 system Fig.
7b, some samples show a short plateau e.g., the black
curve in Fig. 7b. Such a plateau must be due to temporary
entrapment of the ring as a result of it being threaded by
linear chains. In these systems, however, the linear chains
can retract or “slip” away from the ring relatively easily.
With the further increase of linear chain length to 300 and
1000, in most samples the diffusion trajectories exhibit ex-
tended plateau regions, indicating increased threading Fig.
7c and 7d. This statement is supported by primitive path
analysis. For example, for the red curve in Fig. 7c, from the
corresponding molecular conformations, it is found that the
ring remains threaded by chains along the segment of the
trajectory between c01 and c02 the points such as c01 are
determined from the conformations by using the “primitive-
path analysis”. After c02, the chain unthreads, and the ring
begins to resume normal diffusion. For the black curve in
Fig. 7c, we also find from the analysis of the molecular
conformations that at first the ring is threaded by one chain;
after this chain unthreads at position c01, the ring is soon
threaded by another chain. The plateaus become even more
pronounced in Fig. 7d. For one of the trajectories the black
one, the ring moved only a small distance during the entire
simulation time, while the green trajectory first shows diffu-
sive motion and then gets stalled at point d01, and the red
trajectory moves a little from its initial position after a long
pause and then seems to locally fluctuate after point d02. It is
important to realize that threading alone does not necessarily
stall the diffusion of the ring. However, we must bear in
mind that for the long chain matrix cases, the chains them-
FIG. 7. Representative trajectories of ring-30 for different chain lengths of matrix. The curves from black to red, green/blue roughly correspond to decreasing
degrees of threading.
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selves are entangled; each turn in the primitive path analysis
shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to a point of entanglement.
Some of these entanglements block the sliding of the ring
along the threading chain, which essentially traps the ring to
a segment of the chain on the order of the entanglement
length.
The effect of dynamic heterogeneity is also reflected in
the sample averaged center-of-mass mean-square-
displacement MSD as deviation from strict linear behavior
in time. As shown in Fig. 8, in order to get a better under-
standing about the power laws between MSD and t, we di-
vide the time span into two regimes: 104 to 107 and 5102
to 105. Figure 8a corresponds to the long time diffusion
which is nearly Brownian, with exponents close to one; the
scaling exponents the slope of the curve in log-log figure
are 0.996, 0.990, 0.961, and 0.946 for ring-30 in linear-30,
100, 300, and 1000, respectively, showing that even at these
long time, there is still deviation from strict Brownian diffu-
sion, with more deviation for the longer chain matrix. Figure
8b shows the behavior at shorter times, with scaling expo-
nents 0.935, 0.838, 0.794, and 0.792, respectively, in the or-
der of increasing matrix chain lengths; subdiffusive behavior
is clear for the longer chains. Similar subdiffusive behavior
has been observed for both pure linear chains41 and small
rings.15,17 This non-Fickian diffusion is attributed to some
net force acting on the test chain from the surrounding mol-
ecules. In our work the net force is most likely related to the
surrounding linear chain matrix that constrains the ring in the
form of threading, or even in “cavities” with no threading.
The long life time of the constraint creates an environment
that is dynamically highly correlated, leading to deviation
from simple Brownian diffusion.
A quantitative measure of the deviation from strict
Brownian diffusion is the non-Gaussian parameter defined as
 =
3r4	
5r2	2
− 1, 4
where r is the root MSD of center of mass. Note that 
should be 0 for Brownian motion obeying a Gaussian distri-
bution, so deviation of this parameter from 0 is a measure of
the degree of non-Gaussian nature. For sufficiently long
time, the process must become Gaussian because of central
limit theorem. From our results shown in Fig. 9, it can be
seen that this long time limit is not reached by our simulation
time except for the shortest chain length of 30. For NLinear
=100,  nearly drops to zero. For the two longer chain
lengths,  remains significantly above 0, although the de-
creasing trend at long times is clear. Another clear trend,
particularly in these longer chain samples, is that the non-
Gaussian parameter is nonmonotonic in time—it first in-
creases and then decreases, with the peak time increasing
with increasing linear chain lengths. The height of the peak,
which can be taken as a measure of the strength of the dy-
namic heterogeneity, also increases with increasing lengths
of the linear chain. We note that non-Gaussian behavior can
also be calculated by an alternative measure introduced by
Flenner and Szamel45 and defined as = r2	1 /r2	 /3−1,
which can be more effective in characterizing the non-
Gaussian behavior than that defined in Eq. 4. However, as
this alternative definition requires the calculation of the re-
ciprocal of the distance square, which can diverge for our
lattice model at short times, we only present data using
Eq. 4.
Our results and analysis given in the preceding para-
graphs suggest the following physical picture for a ring dif-
fusing in the linear chain matrix. For short chains, the high
concentration of chain ends makes it quite easy for the
chains to thread and unthread a ring, and the chains them-
selves are not entangled. So a ring is in a rapidly fluctuating,
isotropic on the length scale of the ring environment. Its
diffusion is the normal Brownian diffusion. As the length of
the linear chain increases, the relaxation of the matrix itself
slows down and the ring becomes increasingly entangled
with the chains. When the chain length exceeds the entangle-
ment length, the matrix forms an entangled network. Also,
FIG. 8. Apparent scaling exponents for mean square displacement vs time
MCS for different time spans and different chain lengths of matrix.
FIG. 9. The non-Gaussian parameter vs t MCS for different chain lengths
of the matrix.
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the different entangled states between the ring and the matrix
chains become more distinct—a ring can be nonthreaded,
threaded once, twice, or thrice—and their interconversion
becomes more difficult. As a result of low concentration of
chain ends, it is very difficult for a ring that is not threaded
by a chain to become threaded, but once threaded, it is also
difficult to unthread. In the threaded states, the diffusion of
the ring is severely restricted. If the ring is threaded by mul-
tiple chains, as in the cases shown in Figs. 4c and 4d, the
joint action of the multiple threading chains can prevent the
ring from sliding along any of the chains, thus effectively
arresting the ring in a temporarily trapped state, until some of
the chains unthread themselves from the ring. Note that even
if some of the threading chains slither out, the constraint on
the ring may still remain. For example, in Fig. 4d, if the
yellow chain is removed, the remaining white and green
chains will keep the ring from moving; see the first configu-
ration in Fig. 4e. Therefore, for these multiply threaded
ring conformations, relaxation will occur on a times scale
that can be much longer than the disengagement time of the
linear chains themselves. Even for the singly threaded con-
formation, diffusion is unlikely to take the form of a ring
freely sliding along the chain contour as implied by the R1
mechanism,34 because the threading chain is entangled with
other chains; these entanglement points can block the motion
of the ring along the chain, leading to temporary entrapment
of the ring to a segment of the chain on the order of the
entanglement length. Unfortunately, with our current compu-
tational resources, we have not been able to make longer
simulations to obtain a clear picture of the detailed relaxation
mechanisms, or to obtain conclusive results on the duration
of the heterogeneity. Also, because of the complications
mentioned above, we have not been able to come up with a
simple scaling estimate of the threading/unthreading time
scales; such a task is left for future studies by us or by
others.
In summary, for a ring in long linear-chain matrix, our
study suggests that the slow conversion between the differ-
ently threaded states gives rise to both the structural and
dynamic heterogeneity on times scale that can be much
longer than the relaxation time of the linear chain matrix, and
the diffusion trajectory contains segments of long pauses as a
result of temporary entrapments by the entangling chains.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have carried out Monte Carlo simula-
tions on the conformation properties and the diffusion of a
single ring polymer in the matrix of linear chains. The main
result is that for long chain matrix, both the static and dy-
namic properties of the ring show strong heterogeneity, as
gauged by the large spread in the distribution of these prop-
erties from different samples. Analysis of the topological
state of entanglement between the ring and the linear chains
using the primitive path analysis reveals that, at the same
thermodynamic condition, the ring can be threaded by one
chain, two chains, and multiple chains, or not threaded by
any chain. In the threaded states, the diffusion of the ring is
considerably slowed down or stalled in some cases, giving
rise to long pauses in the diffusion trajectory, with different
diffusion behavior for the differently threaded states. We ar-
gue that the life time of these differently threaded states is
long—longer than the longest relaxation time of the linear
chain matrix. This long conformation relaxation time is re-
sponsible for the appearance of conformational and dynamic
heterogeneities on certain time scales. In other words, on
these time scales, the system will appear nonergodic.
These conclusions are qualitatively consistent with the
earlier suggestion34 that diffusion of rings in the linear matrix
occurs by a combination of mechanisms. In a macroscopic
sample, the rings will exist in several distinctly threaded
states with sufficiently long life time, each state correspond-
ing to a different diffusion mechanism. The overall average
diffusion behavior is thus the weighted average of these
long-lived different conformation states. However, as should
become clear from our primitive path analysis, the diffusion
mechanisms for the differently threaded conformation states
are more complicated than the three simple mechanisms
CR, RR, and R1 mentioned in the Introduction. More im-
portant, due to the structural and dynamic heterogeneities,
the ensemble averaged quantity is not a very useful infor-
mant of the system’s dynamic behavior. Each conformation
can be regarded as a distinct entity with its own structural
and dynamic behaviors. In this sense, the differently threaded
ring conformations can be considered examples of what de
Gennes called “molecular individualism.”36 A full descrip-
tion of the dynamic behavior will have to describe the indi-
vidual behavior of each of the topologically different con-
formers and their interconversion dynamics. Theoretically,
this would call for a different strategy than the current mean-
field type description of polymer dynamics in which a test
chain is studied in the spatially homogeneous environment of
other chains and the test chain is taken to exhibit the average
behavior of other chains.
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APPENDIX: EXTRAPOLATION METHOD FOR THE
APPARENT DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
For a given sample, the mean square center-of-mass dis-
placement, which we denote by R2, is obtained by a sliding
time average using 900 000 equally spaced time intervals on
the trajectory as the initial positions. The apparent diffusion
coefficient Dcm is obtained by plotting R2 / 6t versus 1 / t and
extrapolating to 1 / t=0. We find that the fitting function
y=A1 exp−x /b1+A2 exp−x /b2+y0, where x1 / t,
yR2 / 6t, and A1 ,A2 ,b1 ,b2 ,y0 are fitting parameters, pro-
vides a good fit for all the data with different fitting param-
eters for each sample. An example is shown in
Fig. 10.
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